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Hung, Hung, HerlinaHerlina, , ZoraidaZoraida, Emmanuel, , Emmanuel, 
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HitomiHitomi, Yoshiko, , Yoshiko, GerritGerrit, , YoheiYohei

Globalization: what can we do Globalization: what can we do 

to establish a peaceful coexistence?to establish a peaceful coexistence?



OUTLINEOUTLINE

�� Definition of GlobalizationDefinition of Globalization

�� Advantages and Disadvantages of GlobalizationAdvantages and Disadvantages of Globalization

�� ProblemProblem--solvingsolving

�� LessonsLessons--learned from the Seminarlearned from the Seminar



DefinitionDefinition

�� Globalization Globalization is the free and is the free and 

borderless flow of things, people, borderless flow of things, people, 

money and information regardless of money and information regardless of 

diversity of culture, economy, society diversity of culture, economy, society 

and location. In addition to that, and location. In addition to that, 

mass media and internet are the mass media and internet are the 

most effective and significant tools to most effective and significant tools to 

promote and make promote and make globalizationglobalization
accessible to all corners of the world.accessible to all corners of the world.



Advantages and DisadvantagesAdvantages and Disadvantages

AdvantagesAdvantages

�� Culture: Culture: 

Providing Providing 
opportunities toopportunities to

discover the diversity discover the diversity 
ofof

human beings. human beings. 

DisadvantagesDisadvantages

�� Culture:Culture:

Cultural heritages lost Cultural heritages lost 
due to the prevailingdue to the prevailing

dominating culture.dominating culture.



Advantages and DisadvantagesAdvantages and Disadvantages

�� Economics and Economics and 
politics: politics: 

1.1. More choices in More choices in 
terms of terms of 
employment, employment, 
consumption and consumption and 
market accessibility.  market accessibility.  

2.2. More More 
interdependency interdependency 
among nations in among nations in 
economics and economics and 
culture that may culture that may 
prevent potential prevent potential 
clashes. clashes. 

�� Economics and Economics and 
Politics:Politics:

1.1. Developed Developed 
countries use countries use 
Globalization as a Globalization as a 
means to dominate means to dominate 
and control world and control world 
markets, which markets, which 
exacerbates exacerbates 
economic gapseconomic gaps

2.2. conflicts of conflicts of 
interests may interests may 
expose countries to expose countries to 
warwar



ProblemProblem--solvingsolving

ProblemsProblems

1.1. losing cultural losing cultural 

heritagesheritages

2.2. domination and domination and 

control of developed control of developed 

countriescountries

SolutionsSolutions

1.1. Promoting and defining Promoting and defining 

identityidentity

2.2. KKeeping some degree of eeping some degree of 

market regulationmarket regulation

�� developed countries developed countries 

should change attitude in should change attitude in 

accepting goods from accepting goods from 

developing countriesdeveloping countries

�� patronizing domestic patronizing domestic 

productsproducts

�� Consumers education to Consumers education to 

improve awareness of the improve awareness of the 

trade unbalancestrade unbalances



ProblemProblem--solvingsolving

3.3. Political conflict of Political conflict of 
interestsinterests

�� Strengthening the roles of Strengthening the roles of 
UN and other international UN and other international 
organizations as mediator organizations as mediator 
in the conflicts.in the conflicts.

�� increasing the involvement increasing the involvement 
ofof

�� grassgrass--root parties into root parties into 
political arena.political arena.

�� In the case of migration, In the case of migration, 
givinggiving

�� rights to foreigners to vote rights to foreigners to vote 
local election,  provide local election,  provide 
equal opportunities to equal opportunities to 
foreigners, the voice of foreigners, the voice of 
foreign residents should be foreign residents should be 
heard through grassroots heard through grassroots 
organizations.organizations.



ProblemProblem--solvingsolving

4.4. Economic conflict of Economic conflict of 
interests resulting interests resulting 
from migrant labors, from migrant labors, 
illegal workers and illegal workers and 
care giverscare givers

5.5. Discrimination Discrimination 
because of because of 
XenophobiaXenophobia

�� Improving the Improving the 
condition of domestic condition of domestic 
industryindustry

�� Increase awareness of Increase awareness of 
diversity through media & diversity through media & 
educationeducation

�� Legal protection for mediaLegal protection for media

�� PeacePeace--talk on historical talk on historical 
issues, for example issues issues, for example issues 
on Korea and Chinaon Korea and China


